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sequences jl < j2 < • • • < jr. Conversely, if we assign an arbitrary elemem
cjiJ2~*jr °f F to ea°k increasing sequence, then there exists a uniqu<
alternating /--linear mapping u: Er -* F such that u(bjl9 bJ2,..., bjr) =
Chj2... jv whenever J\<J2<"'<Jr* The verification of this statement is lef
to the reader.
(A.6.4) Consider the particular case of alternating n-linear forms on EM
where n is the dimension of E. The remarks above show that such a form ^
is completely determined by its value f(bly b2, ..., bn), where (6£) is an]
basis of E; and /is identically zero if and only iff(bl9 . . . , bn) = 0. It follow;
that, if /0 is one of these nonzero forms, then every other alternating n-linea\
forms on En can be written as A/0 , where 1 is a scalar. These hypotheses anc
notations will remain in force for the rest of this section.
(A.6.5) Let u be an endomorphism of E. Then there exists a unique scalai
det(w) such that, iff is any alternating n-linear form on E", we have:
(A.6.5.1)     f(u(xj), u(x2\ . . . , u(xn)) = det(w) -f(xl9 x2,...,xn)
for all choices ofxt eE(l ^ i ^ n).
It is enough to prove this for/0, in which case the result follows froir
(A.6.4) and the fact that (xl9 . . . , xn) -~>/o(w(^i), . . . , u(xn)) is an alternating
w-linear form on En.
The scalar det(w) is called the determinant of u. Clearly we have
(A.6.5.2)	det(lE) = 1.
(A.6.6)   Ifu, v are two endomorphisrns ofE, then
(A.6.6.1 )	detO o v) = det(w) det(y).
By applying (A.6.5) to the alternating w-linear form
and the endomorphism y, we obtain
Since /0 is not zero, the formula (A.6.6.1) now follows from the definition oi
det(w o v).

